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Invitation to the Society for
Astronomical Sciences
2018 Symposium and
ALPO Annual Meeting
The SAS Program Committee invites
you to participate in the Society for
th
Astronomical Sciences’ 37 Annual
Symposium. The Symposium is the
premier annual conference devoted to
small-telescope
astronomical
research. This year will be a joint meeting with the Association of Lunar and
Planetary Observers (ALPO).
The Symposium brings together amateur astronomers who are engaged in
scientific research, professional astronomers, educators and students for
in-depth discussions of topics related
to small-telescope research. It is an
excellent venue for presenting recent
results, discussing targets of observational campaigns, describing instrumentation and data reduction/analysis
methods, developing collaborations,
and bringing together the community
of practice to share expertise and experience. Almost any topic related to
astronomical research using modest
telescopes is of interest to SAS. You
need not be an expert to benefit from
participating in the Symposium: one
goal of SAS is to provide a mentoring
environment, to enable you to make
valuable contributions to astronomical
science.

Technical Presentations: Friday and
Saturday (June 15-16) will be the
Technical Sessions, including paper
presentations and poster sessions.
Presentations and Posters will span
the wide range of topics of interest to
the small-telescope research community: solar-system objects, variablestars, and binary stars; instrumentation
for photometry, astrometry and spectroscopy; and related subjects.
You can read the Proceedings from
recent SAS Symposia, and view videos of many recent Presentations, on
the SAS website
(www.SocAstroSci.org).

Date & Location:
The 2018 SAS
Symposium will be held on ThursdayFriday-Saturday, June 14-15-16, 2018
at the Ontario Airport Hotel, Ontario
CA.

Sponsors: SAS Sponsors – developers, suppliers, and retailers of astronomical equipment – will be on hand
with displays of their featured products.

Workshops: Educational workshops
are being planned for Thursday (June
14). Details will be on the SAS website soon.

Registration: Symposium Early Registration will open February 15, 2018.
The registration link will be on the SAS
website (www.SocAstroSci.org).

Call for Papers: 2018 SAS
Symposium and ALPO
2018 Conference
Papers are solicited on all aspects of
astronomical science that are (or can
be) pursued by observations with small
telescopes (less than 1-meter aperture), such as








Investigations of variable stars,
eclipsing binary stars, double
stars and stellar systems
Investigations of exoplanets, asteroids and other solar system objects
Progress, status, and planning for
upcoming events such as the
eclipse of VV Cephei and the
launch of TESS.
Instrumentation for photometry,
astrometry, spectroscopy, polarimetry, and fast-cadence observations (e.g. occultations)
Investigations of atmospheric effects, light-propagation and scattering, light pollution monitoring
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Innovative use of astronomy in
undergraduate education.

Format: Papers for Presentation consist of a 20-minute presentation (including Q&A), and a written paper that
is published in the Symposium Proceedings.
Papers without Presentation are included in the Proceedings, without oral
presentation.
Poster Papers will be on display
throughout the Symposium, and can
be included in the Symposium Proceedings book.
Important Dates:
Abstract submission begins: January
15, 2018.
Abstracts should be sent to: program@SocAstroSci.org.
Indicate
whether you propose a Paper with
Presentation, Paper without Presentation, or Poster.
Abstracts due: March 15, 2018
Authors will be notified of acceptance
by March 22.
Final papers due: April 26, 2018
Symposium Early Registration opens:
February 15, 2018
You may propose more than one paper for presentation, but normally only
one Presentation per author will be
scheduled. There is no limit to the
number of Posters or Papers without
Presentation.
You can see the scope and content of
presentations from the 2016 Symposium by downloading the Proceedings
from
the
SAS
website
(www.SocAstroSci.org) and viewing
the videos of presentations (see below)

Triennial Election of SAS
Committee
SAS is a non-profit public benefit corporation incorporated in California,
which is managed by a Board of Directors (numbering no more than 7 persons). The Directors are elected by
the membership, for 3-year terms.
The 2018 Symposium will include a
brief business meeting to elect 7 Directors to hold office for the next three
years.
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The following candidates will be presented to the Membership for election
as Directors, to serve from June 2018
through June, 2021:
Robert Buchheim (President)
Robert Stephens (Treasurer)
Robert Gill (Secretary)
Jerry Foote
John Menke
Wayne Green
Dr. John C. Martin

Keeping in Touch: The SAS Yahoo
group (“SocAstroSci”) is a good way to
keep in touch with the members and
participants.

Under SAS Bylaws, members may
nominate additional candidates at the
meeting. If you intend to nominate a
candidate, please inform the Secretary
(Robert Gill) before the June Symposium. If no alternate candidates are
nominated, then those listed above
may be approved by voice vote.

Reminders to
Membership ...

the

were registered for the Workshop, then
the recording is free. If you were not a
registered attendee, then the price is
$25 per workshop.
Contact Bob
Buchheim (Bob@RKBuchheim.org) for
the details.

Kudos, Criticisms, or fresh Ideas? We
are looking forward to seeing you at
SAS-2018!
If you have any questions or ideas for
the Symposium, ideas for Workshops
or Technical topics that you would like
to see, or comments on any other subjects related to the Symposium, please
share them with the Program Committee at program@SocAstroSci.org.

SAS

Membership Renewal: Even if you
can’t attend the annual Symposium,
we value your support of the Society
for Astronomical Sciences, and your
interest in small-telescope science.
As an SAS member, you will receive a
bound copy of the Proceedings even if
you cannot come to the Symposium.
Symposium Proceedings: Published
proceedings from all recent Symposia
are freely available in PDF format at
the PUBLICATIONS tab of the SAS website (www.SocAstroSci.org).
Symposium Videos: If you missed a
recent Symposium, you can still watch
many of the presentation videos on the
SAS website at the PUBLICATIONS tab.
Workshop Videos: Video recordings of
most of the Workshops from recent
years are available from SAS. If you

A Target for Your Observing Schedule
113 Amalthea:
This asteroid was
reported as a binary, based on a single
“miss” chord (plus 7 positive occultation chords) observed during the occultation of March 14, 2017.
A confirmation of this observation
would be valuable. The occultation
predicted for 2018-04-14 (UT date) will
be a tricky observation, with the target
quite low in the sky, but worth the effort. Details of the event are available
from IOTA at
http://www.asteroidoccultation.com/20
18_04/0414_113_54752.htm
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Remote Telescopes & Education Conference

BAA-AAVSO Joint Variable
Star Meeting

Preview: Narrow-Band Imaging of H II Regions

Here’s an opportunity that will probably
be of interest to some of you.

The British Astronomical Association
Summer meeting this year will feature
a joint session with the American Association of Variable Star Observers.
The meeting will be held July 7-8,
2018 (Saturday and Sunday) at the
University of Warwick in Coventry,
England.

The search for highly supersonic
shock-waves inside HII regions appears to be a potentially fruitful Pro-Am
collaboration area. Such waves can
be produced by stellar winds, jets and
outflows powered by forming young
stars (Herbig-Haro objects), known
classes of stellar eruptions such as
FU-Orionis events, supernovae, or
new classes of explosions such as
stellar dynamical interactions or mergers in compact stellar systems.

The 2nd annual Conference on Robotic Telescopes, Student Research and
Education (RTSRE) will be held in
Hilo, Hawai’i from July 23-25, 2018.
This conference series focuses on
building a sustainable community
around the educational, technical, and
student research uses of robotic telescopes. The conference will be colocated with the interNational Astronomy Teaching Summit (iNATS) from
July 25-27, 2018 providing worldwide
networking opportunities and hands-on
workshops designed to expand educators’ teaching strategy toolkit and
aimed at innovative astronomy professors, teachers, and outreach professionals.
Find more information at the RTSRE
website: https://rtsre.net/

Northeast
Astro-Imaging
Conference
This annual gathering will be held April
19 & 20, 2018, at the Crowne Plaza
Conference Center in Suffern, New
York. While historically devoted to
astro-imaging, the past couple of years
have seen an increasing number of
science-oriented talks.
The 2018
agenda will include a talk by our own
Bob Stephens, on asteroid photometry.

The BAA Summer Meeting takes place
on Saturday, the BAA/AAVSO Variable
Star Meeting on Saturday and Sunday.
While the two meetings run independently in adjacent lecture theatres,
there are plenary sessions bringing
both groups together at the beginning
and end of Saturday. Note that it is
possible to attend the Summer Meeting on Saturday and the second day of
the Variable Star meeting on Sunday.
You will find program and registration
information at
https://britastro.org/summer2018

Ultra-deep
narrow-band
H-alpha,
[OIII], [SII], [OII] images of all HII regions would be useful, to search for
shocks similar to those seen in Ou4.
The goal is to reach surface brightness
(sensitivity to emission) as faint or
fainter than 1E-17 erg s^-1. Doing so
probably requires exposure of tens of
hours per field, per filter, but many
astro-imagers are doing that already.
Ultra-narrow-band filters with bandwidths of order 10 to 30 Å (rather than
the usual 80 to 100 Å) and slow f/ratios
(higher than f/10 to avoid bandpass
shifts) would help to eliminate broadband emission from stars and scattered light in the nebula.
An article about this is scheduled for
next
quarter's
SAS
Newsletter.
Meanwhile, you can do some background study with these two papers:
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1206.2477.pdf and
https://arxiv.org/abs/1407.4617 .

For more info, go to
http://www.rocklandastronomy.com/ne
aic.html
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Symposium Sponsors
The Society for Astronomical Sciences thanks the following companies for their participation and financial support. Without them, our Symposium would not be possible. We encourage you to consider their fine products
for your astronomical needs.

Sky & Telescope Magazine
The Essential Magazine of Astronomy
http://www.skyandtelescope.com/

DC3 Dreams Software
Developers of ACP Observatory Control Software
http://www.dc3.com/
PlaneWave Instruments
Makers of the CDK line of telescopes
http://www.planewaveinstruments.com/
Woodland Hills Camera & Telescopes
Providing the best prices in astronomical
products for more than 50 years
http://www.telescopes.net/
Sierra Remote Observatories
Hosting telescopes for remote imaging
and data acquisition
http://www.sierra-remote.com/
QHYCCD
Innovative imaging and observatory
products
http://www.qhyccd.com/
SBIG Imaging Systems
Award winning imaging systems for astronomical and laboratory use.
http://www.sbig.com/
Software Bisque
Enriching your astronomy experience
since 1983.
http://www.bisque.com/
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BeSS 10th anniversary symposium
by Olivier Thizy
Background: In 2003 in Oléron FR, a professional/amateur
astronomy school was organized by astronomer Jean-Pierre
Rozelot, the CNRS (French research organization), and
AUDE association. The goal was to promote the use of
electronic detectors in amateur astronomy. At that important
meeting, amateur astronomers showed what they were doing around pro/am collaboration, and professional astronomers showed what their research was about and how amateurs could contribute. Several projects kicked off then, such
as the Spectro-L yahoo discussion group and the ARAS web
front-end for pro/am spectroscopy. The effort has continued
since then.
Coralie Neiner, astronomer from Paris Meudon observatory,
explained to us what Be stars were and how important it
would be to do a long term H-alpha high-resolution spectroscopy survey, continuing and expanding the work that Christian Buil had been doing for years. This kicked off the need
for a high resolution spectrograph (the one available at that
time from SBIG had a limited resolving power R<3000) and
the development within AUDE of the Lhires (Littrow High
Resolution Spectrograph).
Later on, a Be Star Spectra database was created and hosted by Paris Meudon observatory. A FITS file format was
described so amateur software could produce spectra with
the right information in their header – a long way from the
DAT or SPC file format that had been used previously
2017 Event: The BeSS database has now been operational
for ten years, and it was time, under the lead of Coralie
Neiner, to celebrate the 10th anniversary and to build for
new adventures! This was the purpose of the 10th BeSS
symposium that took place in Meudon on October 23rd to
27th, 2017.
It would be impossible to review everything that was said
during this intensive week but I’ll try to give some summary.
The symposium slides are available on-line :
https://bess.sciencesconf.org/program
A dozen people gathered for this event, some professional
astronomers (big thanks to Thomas Rivinius for joining) and
some amateurs well involved in the BeSS project. Around 75
% of the spectra in BeSS were acquired or archived by one
of the people in the room ! “Top score” amateurs like Christian Buil, Olivier Garde, Thierry Lemoult and myself were
there. It was also international with Ken Hudson from the
USA, but also Jose Ribeiro from Portugal, Hugo Van den
Broeck from Belgium and Arnold de Bruin from the Netherlands. Jean-Jacques Broussat was representing the beginners and gave us a nice talk on his experience with BeSS
and Be stars spectra in general. François Cochard and Valérie Desnoux, key amateur pillars and founders of the BeSS &
ARAS BeAm tools, were there.
The notes that I am providing here are my own and of
course subject to caution as they are my interpretation of
what was said there. Basically, any mistakes would be mine!
:-)

The Be Phenomenon: The first day was a review of the Be
stars and the BeSS database. Coralie Neiner gave a talk on
the Be stars & the Be phenomenon. To summarize, Be stars
are non-supergiant B-type (actually O7 to A2) stars that
show (or have shown at some time) emission in their spectra. Emission is usually first visible on H-alpha, thus the focus on this particular spectral line in BeSS.
Around 20% of the B stars are Be stars and at any given
time, around 15% of the Be stars are in emission phase. The
emission comes from a cool circumstellar disk and hot polar
winds. The stars are fast rotators, which certainly helps for
the creation of the disk (it is a decretion disk, not an accretion one like for example for the young Herbig Ae/Be stars).
The emission profile shape depends on the viewing angle as
well as inhomogeneity in the disk.
Be stars display variations on several time scales, which are
visible in photometry and in spectroscopy (H-alpha prominently, but not exclusively). The lines can go from absorption
to emission and back to absorption state within months or
years. They also show short term variations.
One of the main questions regarding Be stars is how the disk
is formed, how material is ejected from the B star. In ten
years, several lines of progress have been made but the
question remains unanswered. The stars’ rapid rotation
helps. Some Be stars have a very flat shape and are close to
the critical velocity (up to 90% of Vcrit) but rotation alone is
not the answer.
Magnetism is one aspect of the ejection mechanism. Around
10 % of all hot stars are magnetic, with a field ‘B pol’ above 50
Gauss. The magnetism seems to be fossil, created while the
original material was collapsing into what became the star. It
seems simple structured and particular strong inside the
star. The fossil field remains active through the (short) life of
the hot star. These Be stars, are called “Magnetic Be” stars
as opposed to “Classical Be” stars.
The magnetic field is oblique and does not coincide with the
stellar rotational axis. This leads to a rotational modulation of
the longitudinal field toward the line of sight, photospheric
variation if spots are present on the star, and the UV wind
lines.
Stellar wind going through the magnetic field ejects material
which gets confined on the equatorial plane of the star. It
5
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gives rotational modulation of X-ray emissions, photometric
light curve and H-alpha emission itself.
The main observational problems are that for such hot stars,
the field is weak; the fast rotation broadens the line profile
making the detection through spectropolarimetry difficult;
there are few spectral lines visible from those hot photospheres; and emission lines disturb the detection!
Omega Orionis is a peculiar Be stars for which magnetism
was detected (Neiner, 2003) but then disappeared. Material
concentrated at the junction of the star rotation equatorial &
magnetic field equatorial planes could be hidden by the
emission but wiped out when an outburst occurs (Neiner,
2012).
Non Radial Pulsation (NRP) is another possible explanation
for injection of material into the decretion disk. Be stars are
slightly above the main sequence B type stars in the HR
diagram, similar to beta Cep and Slow Pulsating B (SPB)
stars, so it was logical to look for pulsations on those stars.
Added to fast rotation, NRP could provide additional momentum for material ejection. Mu Centauri was studied and outburst & NRP correlation found (Rivinius, 1998). A model with
quiescence phase followed by a precursor, the outburst itself
and a relaxation phase was described.

Coralie Neiner presented the BeSS status and some future
work. The database is first a catalog of 2256 classical Be
stars, 64 Herbig Ae/Be stars and 9 other stars.
There are more than 140,000 spectra/orders in BeSS, or
around 21,000 ‘observations’. 9,000 observations were
made with R~20,000 spectrographs (i.e. Littrow type) and
7000 with R~10,000 (ex : echelle) spectrographs.
91 amateur astronomers contributed to BeSS (most of them
from Europe, 50 % from France). Six observers represent 50
% of the observations, 16 for 80 % and 28 for 90 %. Most
observers have 0,1-0,5m telescopes.
Two stars have more than 1000 observations : gamma Cas
(this may be too much, isn’t it?) and delta Sco (due to specific monitoring during periastron). 38 stars have more than
100 observations and 81 stars have more than 50 observations.
In high resolution (R>5,000), 92 % of the up to mag 6 stars
have a spectrum within the expected observing period. 88 %
up to mag 7 and 74 % up to mag 8. Considering some targets are not visible as too close to the Sun and that there are
not enough observers in the southern hemisphere, this is not
a bad score!

The COROT satellite was launched to measure stellar pulsations through very precise photometry. (Exoplanets were
also searched by the transit method). Several Be stars were
observed (Neiner, 2012). Compared to models, observations
differed and some additional mixing of the star was required
to match both. In general, the convective cores of Be stars
are 20 % larger and 25 % heavier than the normal B stars.
In summary, all Be stars show some level of pulsations, excited by the kappa-mechanism (depending on metallicity),
but also stochastic modes as shown by g-modes visible in
the photometry lightcurve. Gravity g-modes are good to
transport angular momentum, and those stochastic modes
are visible at times of outburst while we mainly see pressure
p-mode otherwise.
Slow rotators seem to never go to Be phase, so the rotation
is a key factor. Non Radial Pulsations seem the key required
help, sometimes with magnetism added. And for several Be
stars, binarity provides complexity.
Some stars of current interest: A quick note to say that VV
Cep is not a Be star as the disk is an accretion disk from the
supergiant main star – this is not the Be phenomenon we
know of.
Also, beta Cep is a special case with the bet Cep pulsating
star and a Be star companion (linked but further away from
interactions).
The BeSS database: The BeSS database was launched ten
years ago. Professionals have lot of archives and some of
them have been uploaded into the database. Amateurs are
mainly observing and putting their spectra into BeSS as they
acquire them.
Echelle spectra are stored in BeSS with separated orders.
Merged spectra are usually not recommended for line profile
analysis so professional astronomers prefer to work on orders individually.
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There were some discussions regarding the statistics. Halpha monitoring, which is the primary focus of the long term
Be stars spectra monitoring, should be placed first. A 12
month rolling statistic will be added to promote new observers who need time to catch up with the “all time top scores”.
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Also, a new statistic with integration time will be added in
order to promote high SNR and long exposure observations.
Herbig Ae/Be were added to the program several years after
it started. These are young objects (like T Tauri for cooler
stars) with an accretion disk. There are 16 Herbig Ae/Be of
magnitude 4-8 which are not very active but 14 of mag 8-9
which would require some more active monitoring. We
should take SNR=30-100 of those stars and look for an absorption on the right (red) side of the H-alpha emission line.
This would be the signature of an accretion disk being
formed. If detected, an alert through Spectro-L discussion
group should then be given for frequent monitoring.
Coralie suggested adding some new categories into the
BeSS database and the catalog :
•

around 60 magnetic Be stars

•

a few wind driven Oe stars

•

around 10-20 B[e] stars (program led by Michaella
Kraus)

For the latter one, the B with forbidden emission lines, a
group of few stars with actually different categories, SNR~30
spectra would be required. Some are mag 10 or so.
There are around 50,000 spectra taken with MUSICOS
spectrograph pending validation (a huge task) as well as
spectra from NARVAL and ESO archives waiting to be uploaded. More validators are required – Olivier Garde, Thierry
Lemoult and myself volunteered to be validators immediately
(we had a training session with Valérie on this). Ken Hudson
volunteered to join the team after he gets more experience.
In summary, while we acquired ten years of data more is
required and H-alpha is still the primary goal. Thomas Rivinius highlighted for example the work on omega CMa which
was based on 40 years of photometry.
A suggestion was to define a set of 10-15 bright Be stars for
which a very active monitoring (one spectrum per night, target SNR around 100) would be valuable. Without taking too
much observing time (bright targets), this active monitoring
could help in better understanding the outburst process.
SNR information will certainly be added in BeSS database
for each spectrum, and then displayed on ARASBeAm.
Space-based photometry of Be’s: On the second day,
Thomas Rivinius presented his work on Be stars from space
photometry. Based on several space missions (Kepler,
COROT, SMEI, BRITE, MOST…), he focused on several Be
stars and analyzed large sets of data. For example, the
SMEI solar telescope scanned the sky with one strip in 90
minutes, accumulating 9 years of data!
He explained that when the disk, in equilibrium, gets denser,
emission in H (~1.6µm) and K (~2µm) bands comes from a
region further away from the star than the V band (0,5µm)
emission. He also highlighted that disks grow and decay
both from the inside and the outside. Some significant part of
the ejected material falls back onto the star’s photosphere.
He recommended that we monitor the BRITE wiki and observe the same bright targets in spectroscopy (to complement BRITE’s photometry).

He also recommended that we take very high SNR (>300)
spectra of Be stars when they are in quiescence in order to
get a baseline spectrum.
Coralie Neiner and Thomas Rivinius told us that it is very
important to catch the Be star outburst as early as possible
(high SNR spectra are best to ensure that we capture faint
emission lines when they first begin) and that an almost 24h
monitoring in high resolution is required for the first one to
two weeks of an outburst. Observations should be done
daily for few weeks, then weekly for couple of months until
the outburst is done. To achieve this, we certainly need to
expand the BeSS network in the US and in the southern
hemisphere. Ken Hudson will be running a practical workshop in New Mexico in February, which should help increase
participation in the USA.
Amateur Activities: We heard a series of talks by amateur
researchers. Jose Ribeiro presented the work on delta Sco
2011 campaign. I presented the status on the V442 And
outburst that was detected in August and closely followed up
for more than two months. An advice to show V/R graph in
log scale was given then.
Valérie Desnoux gave a talk on Be stars in outburst. Out of
the 814 classical Be stars of mag <9 in BeSS, 599 have at
least two spectra. 210 show no change, 135 with some
changes (decreasing emission, V/R variations…) and 254
have at least one outburst. She extracted a list of 62 “remarkable” stars to watch for.
Olivier Garde presented his work on eta Ori. Ken Hudson
showed his installation in New Mexico, USA. Jean-Jacques
Broussat presented how he got into Be star spectroscopy
and his progress over time. Hugo Van den Broeck showed
his access to several instruments in Belgium.
Thierry Lemoult presented his work to automate his observatory and how he searched (and found) Be candidates among
a large group of B stars. Coralie Neiner indicated that you
can plot the H-beta versus H-alpha EW as Be stars should
show off the normal B stars. Also, she encourages us to
publish the results and new Be stars can then be added in
BeSS with the publication referenced.
Beyond H-alpha: Christian Buil presented his work on wavelengths other than H-alpha. A Littrow (Lhires, L200) spectrograph with 600 gr/mm grating is very good for near IR,
R~4000, work. It can also be used in the near UV (H & K
calcium doublet) to study chromospheric activity but chromatism is strong. UVES is a special spectrograph designed for
near UV work.
The eShel can be modified with a Samyang 135mm F/2
lens, modified lens mechanical adaptation, UV optical fiber,
high temperature (4700K) halogen lamp, a cooled ASI
1600MM camera or equivalent which shows good performance for such work. This looks like a kit to be proposed for
eShel users ! Then focus can be achieved through a large
spectral domain including calcium triplet and Paschen lines
in the near IR and H & K in the near UV – all in one exposure! This would be perfect with the use of mirror based telescope such as Newton or GSO 254mm F/8 aluminum telescope.
Near IR spectral domain seems interesting for Be stars (especially binaries for the calcium triplet) as well as magnetic
Be stars (Paschen lines). The OI 8446 line comes from the
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same region as the Lyman beta line but is more transparent
making it a good line to study.
H & K near UV lines are mainly interstellar on Be stars so
they are not very interesting lines. Otherwise, the Balmer
discontinuity (with a second discontinuity from the disk) gives
information on the effective temperature of the star photosphere and the pressure/gravity [log(g)].
Vincent Robert from the IMCCE presented the NAROO
scanning machine project to scan old photographic plates to
get old astrometry and, thanks to GAIA improved astrometry
of reference stars, improve planetary astrometry for example. The new machine being built at Paris observatory will be
operated 24h-7 days a week. It will also be able to scan
spectrographic plates such as the Be star spectra recorded
at OHP (4400 plates out of a total of 55-80000 plates).
BeSS validation process: Valérie Desnoux showed us how
the validation process works, for spectra submitted to BeSS.
She developed some specific tools in VisualSpec (anyone
can use them!) to check telluric lines around H-alpha and
view last two spectra in BeSS for comparison.
She also described some common mistakes:
•

constant shift in wavelength of 0.1-0.2A, due to delay
with calibration acquisition

•

in general, we expect calibration error lower than 0.1A;
this could (should!) be checked by the observer before
submitting the spectrum in BeSS

•

date/time collision between different spectra, unobservable object

•

wrong latitude/longitude placing the observer in the
ocean :-)

•

wrong observing site (OHP typically weeks after OHP
workshop!)

•

hot pixels not well removed, leading to spikes in the
spectrum

•

ripples in the spectrum: these can be accepted but a
warning is given to the observer

•

intensity saturation: hard to catch but sometimes it is
obvious when comparing with other spectra

•

continuum level/shape: can also be accepted with
some warning to the observer to improve

•

bumps in the continuum that might be real or not (very
hard to catch)

•

object error (e.g. filename different from object name):
where is the mistake?

•

Signal to noise ratio too low: these spectra are accepted, but usually a warning and some advice to improve is
given to the observer

Valérie proposed a PDF to add on BeSS web site, giving
advice on how to check your own spectra before submission.
This being said, Valérie mentioned that a lot of the spectra
are ok and that the overall validation process ensures an
excellent data consistency. This is a plus for the database
and its reputation among the professional astronomers
community.
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Valérie also showed the monthly reports which deserve to be
more widely communicated. She is investing a lot of time to
edit those reports. They highlight the “hot stars” of the moment and are very useful tools for the observers.
Several feedbacks were given on BeSS as well as the
ARASBeAm website (and the associated robot file). While a
low resolution program was launched few years ago (mainly
for faint targets and to automatically search for outbursts) it
didn’t kick off. High resolution H-alpha is our top priority.
Analysis of Spectra: Thomas Rivinius gave an excellent talk
on spectral data analysis with lot of tips. He explained how to
get effective temperature and log(g) pressure from the Balmer discontinuity.
For Equivalent Width (EW), the spectrum has to be normalized by taking two sections of the continuum well outside the
line profile and doing a local linear renormalization. Thomas
is actually doing this hundreds of times with different random
domains. He then takes the median value of the calculated
EW and the RMS scatter as the 1 sigma error margin. He
mentioned that telluric lines do not have a significant impact
so removing them is not critical (this can be tested by taking
a ‘dry’ and a ‘wet’ spectrum and compare the measured
EW).
He mentioned VarTools as a good package for time series
data analysis.
SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) is usually easy to calculate on
Be stars where there is lot of continuum. Just flatten a continuum domain and divide the average value by the RMS. Be
careful with the electron scattering that could cover very
large portions of the wings (such as with chi Oph).
Peak separation (Huang’s law, Huang 1972) relates to disk
size. This can be done on OI 8446, FeII 5169 or SiII 6347
lines.
V/R ratio can be measured from zero level, continuum (=1)
level, or a profile modeling. It really doesn’t matter but the
method should be explained/defined in your publications.
Zeta Tau shows cyclic (but not periodic) variations with four
cycles over 1500 days (Carciofi 2009), indicating a spiral
shape of the disk. Pleione is a binary with 219 days period.
You can easily use BeSS data to fold a dynamical spectrum
and plot two periods for better read out.
You can also subtract spectra taken during quiescence from
one taken during an active phase (example with Achenar
between 2000 and 2006, or 66 Oph). This will show disk
loss. This is why he recommends taking very high SNR (taking one spectrum in one night for example!) of Be stars during quiescence time.
When Be stars are in absorption, look for short term changes
in the line profile due to Non Radial Pulsations, for example
on 31 Peg, nu Cen, omega UMA…
Doppler tomography can be applied for example on H-beta,
HeI 5876. See Maintz PhD thesis in 2003 and Jason
Grunhut’s work. Good targets are phi Per, 59 Cyg, FY CMa,
o Pup, HD161306. Remember that in tomography, the inside
of the star is the border of the ‘image’ and that the center is
actually the outer space!
Orbital velocity can show short term cyclicity, such as seen
in omega Ori. Look at the HeI 4471 line for example.
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And as already mentioned, he encouraged us to look for the
targets observed by satellites such as BRITE, K2, TESS and
observe the bright ones in spectroscopy.
Valérie Desnoux showed some automatic analysis on BeSS
data. After ten years of observations, there are some gold
nuggets waiting to be dug out. Amateurs should work on
those and publish the data analysis, for example in IBVS.
Coralie Neiner then showed some tips for data analysis too:
•

Tlusty is a good source for O or B type stars models.
There are pre-calculated grids of models (OSTAR2002
and BSTAR2006) that can be downloaded from the author's website. These grids should be more than enough
for our needs. Start with the file BGvispec_v2.tar available
at
http://nova.astro.umd.edu/Tlusty2002/tlustyframes-BS06.html

•

v.sin(i) can be measured as first approximation by the
Fourier Transform of a photospheric line without emission. The first value of the FT gives the v.sin(i) directly ;
spectrum should be scaled in km/sec of course. Measure it on several spectra to average the values.

•

Plot spectra in log(wavelength) to ensure a constant
scale in km/s.

Conclusion: The conclusion of this symposium is that the
next one should be in few years (4-5 years max). We got
plenty of “to do” actions out of the symposium and a motivated team to go out and expand the BeSS observing community.
Spectroscopy rocks, Be Stars Spectroscopy even more!

Editor’s Note: Olivier gave me this photo of himself: “It was
my first long distance remote spectroscopic observation of
Be stars, from hotel close to Paris Meudon observatory while
my observatory is in the French Alps. I am running TeamViwer and PRISM v10 software to control (remotely) all my
equipment there”.

00
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New Year, New Observers, New Toys!

(AGB) chips have this in spades.

(d) Residual Bulk Image (RBI) – ghosts.
(e) GAIN – Using Gain < 1 for ADC’s with less than

Wayne Green

N

EW year beginnings are a time for reflecting over
the ghosts of “science past” while considering
the specters of “science future”. I just finished
assisting with a junior-level astronomy lab and
watched people completely new to photometry
start to flex their wings. Here are some thoughts.

To perform variable star-exoplanet-asteroid- anything-else
observations it is necessary to accurately master nonvarying steady-star observations. This article considers the
photometry of a star in a non-crowded field. There are a
number of other special issues (some listed below) that are
topics for other articles.

16 bit readout.

(f) RDNOISE – missing and misunderstood (as if
you did not measure it).

7. Planning – Failure to steer chip defects away from targets and references or failing to include good reference
stars in the image.
8. Reduction – Noise added in reduction, black box software.
Variability is tackled by using a good photometric standard
reference star. To make sure a star is not variable, it has
to be observed over a long period of time. I query the
PanSTARRs 3π database (see below) and ask for brighter stars, with more than 9 observations, and a variance
across those observations of 0.005 mag. Queries for all
stars in a field of interest will produce 10’s of thousands of
returns, but the simple magnitude and variance constraint
drops the count of stars down by several orders of magnitude. With a limited field of view, it may be necessary to
start your own catalog for a field and “walk” nearby good
PanSTARRs 3π magnitudes down onto your own field.
You can use the APASS catalog but I have found the
number of observations so far to be low for many stars
(e.g. N<4).

To master repeatable photometric observations of scientifically interesting targets across many nights, we start by observing known quiet stars to discover and control the many
noise sources that haunt us. At least a full month of observations are needed to explore the less considered impacts of
instrumental, optical, atmospheric and environmental noise
sources. These include the impact of the Lunar phase on
photometry; and even seasonal effects like fireplace pollu1
tion and farm crop moisture . BTW it is possible to discover
new variable stars this way! Remember, all stars are variable to some extent.
Noise sources and other potentially troublesome effects include:

Note: If you observe the same fields over and over, you
have just built your own "instrumental magnitude" catalog.
While stated magnitudes may be different, your values
should help to assure you don’t accidentally have a variable in your mix of references.

1. Variability – most stars are variable to some extent.
2. Catalogs – inadequate photometric catalogs (e.g.
UCAC4 photometry is problematic for stars brighter than
about V ≤ 10).

The Earth’s atmosphere is something that simply cannot be
ignored. Professional observatories sit atop lofty mountains in pristine air. But, during the course of a winter night,
the small telescope scientist may find that fireplace smoke
plays a significant role. In my area we can get oil/gas industry burn-offs (they do them late at night), small particulates from road sand lifted by automobile tires, and other
pollutants along various lines of azimuth from the site. In
Colorado, seeing can be an real issue for us in the wintertime. The 300 mb and 500 mb jet stream flows near the
Wyoming/Colorado border. When the jet is over Wyoming,
we observe. When it is over us – well, we reduce data and
sharpen our skills. We also suffer from contrails from the
local international airport.

3. ISM – the ISM attenuates the real signal. In this case we
consider the ISM to stop at the edge of Earth atmosphere. You’ll see variables with names like κ (Greek kappa).

4. The atmosphere:
(a) Seeing – winds aloft 300, 500 and 750 mb charts
2

and the skew T-log P chart .
(b) Airmass – X or τ ∼ secant of zenith distance (τ
Greek tau). There are several “standard” formulæ
for this.
(c) Pollution – Light, humidity and aerosols.

(d) Moon light – IRAF accounts for color changes in
the atmosphere due to the Moon’s flux contributions.

The Moon plays its role, essentially changing the “color” of
3
the sky . This subtle shift in color makes precise millimag (0.00x) observations harder to make.

5. Optics – alignment, astigmatism and losses.
6. Sensor
(a) Temperature – thermal noise mixing/- matching

The rest of items on the list are things we have to own –
our optics, their cleanliness and alignment; our sensors,
filters and reduction software. The reduction step itself can
add noise or amplify noise that can build up across reduction steps. Finally, we have to report the bounds on the errors of our ways.

noise.

(b) Cosmetics – dead columns and stuck pixels.
(c) Single Pixel Errors – Anti-Blooming- Gate
1

Farming activity in your area will contribute undesirable atmospheric moisture.
2

http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/upper/dnr.gif

10

3

Actually modeled and handled in IRAF.
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1.1

Benchmark your Instrument

cise until the eastern most cluster transits.

Check the polar alignment (drift align/check the mount).
Check that the telescope axis is aligned with the polar axis,
shim the focuser, OTA and mount as needed.

This process gives you a very rich set of exposures to compute color corrections and to explore magnitude variance.
More specifically, you now have data to determine sky color.

Check optical alignment and cleanliness. Are the dust components of flats few and mild? Develop a bad-pixel mask for
your sensor at the binning levels that you use. The sensor
defects do not change with different pointings – however
they may coincide onto your critical target or references!
4
With precise coordinate mapping you can extract the WCS
from your target images and impose it onto a copy of your
bad pixel map image. This will show collisions between
known defects and the science you are attempting. The
result is a handy pixel map with defects matching the coordinates of your science images.

Repeat this whole night’s run as many times in a month as
you can (this will add moonlight to the mix). Repeat this kind
of run every few months.

Do we have RBI (Residual Bulk Image)? Start out with a
bright star binned 1x1 and expose to saturation. Immediately take a series of 1 second darks, binned 1x1. Examine the
darks for a ghost image left behind. Over how many darks
does it persist? Later, add a slightly longer dark “between”
5
science exposures – or dither . Repeat with the darks binned
3x3.
Check the PSF (FWHM, Ellipticity) and variations of the
same for the stars on your image. Look in image’s corners
and near the middle. Take images, jogging the same bright
stars across the chip and see that you get consistent photometry and error-bars. As a control, put a series of 1second darks in the sequence to test RBI.
1.2

Adding controls to observing projects

A great way to discover and reduce the impact of noise
sources is simply to observe non-variable sources. Open
6
clusters or Landolt fields are good targets. Take a number
of zero (bias), dark and flat images Take flats at low and
high levels. Experiment with dome flats, twilight and sky
flats. Stay away from nebulæ (young clusters).
Start at the eastern side of your observing window – defined
by buildings, trees or strongly lighted patches of sky. Take a
short series of exposures with 14th magnitude stars coming
7
up at the total ADU limit of at least 10,000 ADU. Change
filters and repeat for all filters you plan to use. Slew to the
next test field at lower airmass (nearer the meridian). Repeat
the experiments above. Then on to the next yet-lower airmass test field until the last one is complete.
By now several minutes will have passed. Go back to the
starting field and repeat this sequence. Build up sets of data
in this fashion, watching the same constant stars as they
march through areas of differing airmass. Repeat the exer4
5

Check in your analysis examination.

We routinely move the telescope small increments with jogs
of a distance several times the Fill-Width-Half-Maximum of
the brightest stars.
6
Landolt fields are located 1 hour intervals in RA and close
to the celestial equator. Remember he had a radically different sensor and used different “color” filters.
7
Don’t use the maximum pixel value but the aperture’s sum.
Using Sextractor, IRAF’s imexamine command or ds9 small
(2x FWMH) ds9 circular region with the statistics popup visible works too.

Merge sneak-peeks to these test fields into your observing
program for each night you observe. Explore the “left over”
and “between” spaces in science images! There is lots of
important noise information there.
2

Clusters

Open clusters come in all ages and colors. Some are still
embedded within the remnants of their birth clusters. This
makes a color-color diagram possible. The real trick is to
use clean open clusters.
The http://www.univie.ac.at/webda/ navigation.html web
access to a basic database provides this information. It is
not easy to query, and requires a bit of prep time.
The appendix’s table was created using the http/
/simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/sim-tap
access service. This is crystal-cloudy to use.
The ADQL (Astronomical Data Query Language) has a
thin overview here: http://simbad.ustrasbg.fr/simbad/tap/help/adqlHelp.html The language
itself is basically described here:
http://www.eso.org/sci/php/meetings/
adass2011/Slides/PDF/Posters/P090.pdf
3

Anti-Blooming Gate Sensors

What I call “single-pixel-errors” are abundant with the ABG
sensors. They appear or disappear at various times during
the night. They are sensitive to temperature. They are
pests. I attempted to make a mask of them, but their transient nature exceeded my patience. This is one sensor aspect that we, as a community, should investigate. They can
be “corrected” with cosmic-ray software. The IRAF crmedian program (BTW: 16803 sensor images are too big!) will
“correct” these pixels and report maps, variance and residuals of where their corrections were made. Single pixel errors hide within binned pixels. One answer is to add a 1x1
short zero image, say between filter changes. Additional
planning will be needed to re-point the telescope a few
FWHM’s to the side of a bad sensor region, adding an additional rule for your telescope control software.
Performing a cosmic-ray reduction (IRAF imred/cr- median) is vital to identify the bad pixels and to mitigate those
high values from your science. The IRAF “crmedian” task
dumps out a set of side-files with the residuals (read as
“damage” to your science – either noise in the chip or signal that “fell out” before hitting the analysis stage).
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4

Magnitude Determination

monitoring of known and interesting objects and fields.

In order to make comparisons between different observers
and have the magnitudes you report be on par with the
catalogs, it is necessary to perform absolute photometry.
Differential photometry is under the assumption that cadence is the desired result. Instrumental magnitudes
where a synthetic zero-point is used (or none at all) is fine
as long as all the data comes from your instrument. A
proper, full discussion about achieving absolute photometry needs its own article.
5

Conclusion

Increasingly, contributions from the small telescope scientific community will be needed to perform the routine
Appendix A

In order to state the magnitude and error for a star,
or
other photometric observation, it is necessary to understand all the issues with your observing program. Simple
experiments develop a refined appreciation for the noise
sources. The experiments out- lined here can be worked
into an observing program, taking data while developing
the background information to inform reducing the same
data.
Tools like “ds9”, “SIMBAD”, “TOPCAT” and data sources
like GAIA offer great opportunities to enhance the frustration of a cloudy night!

Check WCS solutions

Creating a WCS solution requires a very accurate (sub-pixel) X,Y for each identified star and a list of RA and Dec positions
for the field. The next trick is to fit matched X,Y pairs to RA/Dec positions and produce an equation that will map any X,Y to
a RA/Dec. What we don’t often do is run this backwards and take a RA/Dec position back to a X,Y and see what kind of residual errors persist. This is critical when trying to measure changes in the “morphology” of clouds – like movement of HH
jets, and other cloud interactions.
This article discusses a source of error with an eye to understanding position errors.
Many observers put their confidence in either UCAC4 or the Guide Star Catalog. Remember UCAC4 is older than many of
our children and it was an “astrometric catalog” with little confidence in the reported photometry. It is important to know that
many stars in the Guide Star Catalog have been marked as unusable.
GAIA Data Release 1 (DR1) has star positions that are very accurate and only 1-2 years old at this point! The GAIA “G”
magnitude is the full output of the raw unfiltered sensor. With a little work, the GAIA “G” magnitude is a good reference
source for “clear” filter observations where cadence is important.
GAIA data is available at http://gaia.ari.uni-heidelberg.de/cone.html and remember to select GAIA instead of
TGAS. Many catalog queries return “Virtual Observatory Tables (VOTs). TOPCAT is a good tool to work with VOTs.
It is available at http://www.star.bris.ac.uk/~mbt/topcat/ where you can convert the VOT to a CSV file or event export
database tables directly with a little bit of extra configuration.
8

9

A quick/easy WCS check uses ds9 . You can also use sextractor (Mac/Linux only) and save the ALPHAWIN_SKY and
DELTAWIN_SKY fields, where FLUX_ISO magnitudes, FWHM_IMAGE, ELONGATION and ELLIPTICITY meet the definition of a
star – in other words clean out the clutter. In IRAF, check out DAOPhot II.
With ds9: use “File - Open” a nominal image with a WCS solution. Then “Analysis - Catalogs Optical - UCAC4” – ds9 pops
up a catalog tool and draws little circles onto the image using the WCS parameters in a plate-solved image. In the Catalog
Tool window, add a data-filter of Vmag != 0 and “Apply” (this removes stars without a Vmag – reducing the mix to stars to
those with a bit more confidence in position). Under the Catalog Tool popup; use “File - Copy to Regions” to change the
catalog data to ds9 region files . Then “Region - Select All” and “Region Centroid” and “Region - Save Regions” create to
a region file. Look at the RA/Dec in the region file and compare it to the corresponding catalo position. This provides a quick
and dirty confidence check for the plate solution.
A more advanced ds9 catalog tool trick is to make your own catalog as a “tab-separated-file” from GAIA data. These positions are fresh and more accurate. Then using ds9: “Analysis - Catalog Tool” will pop up an empty catalog tool. In that
dialog, “File – Import - Tab-separated-value” and pick your custom gaia.tsv file.
Yogi Berra once said “It’s amazing what you see when you look!”
If you use sextractor to pull the RA/Dec and the X/Y from a plate-solved field, then re-match to the catalog you can compute
8

9

SAOImage/ds9 is free for Windows/Mac/Linux from http://ds9.si.edu/site/Download.html

Sextractor was designed to find faint irregular galaxies in fields. It will also find irregular patterns in noise pixels.
Filtering sextractor output is in order.
12
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the position errors as well. This ensemble of data provides a basis for a rich number of statistical tests for position data.

Appendix B

SIMBAD query for clusters

You can get a list of clusters with a SIMBAD “Query by criteria” at http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/ simbad/sim-fsam, remember to check the radio button to have SIMBAD return the data, not just a count of the objects. (This one returns 116 clusters!)
otype=’OpC’

&

dec

>

-15

&

dec

<

15

&

V

<

18

The schema for the tables is hard to find. For emphasis, see http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/tap/tapsearch.html
For you database types, the “crystal-cloudy” step to get a working open cluster table using TAP:
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/sim-tap
Here we ask for open clusters, that are anywhere along a band that is 15 degrees of the celestial equator. The additional test
±
of V < 18 is done to assure somebody did a magnitude study and raise our confidence
in the reported cluster. The tables are
described at:
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/tap/tapsearch.html
SELECT oid,main_id,ra,dec FROM basic join allfluxes
on basic.oid = allfluxes.oidref WHERE otype=’OpC’ and
dec > -15 and

-- southern hemisphere

dec < 15 and

-- people can amend this

V < 18

Appendix C

PanSTARRs 3π queries

This takes a bit of effort and the queued queries can take hours to complete – in tedious steps.
The PanSTARRs 3π survey starts at around 13th magnitude and extends down as dim as magnitude 24 or so. To obtain
your own data, you need to register for a free account with the MAST (Mikulski Archive for Space Telescope Science) service at https://archive.stsci.edu/registration/index.html.
Then login:

http://mastweb.stsci.edu/ps1casjobs/default.aspx

Then under the yellow “Context” choose PanSTARRS_DR1. That very large gray area under “Samples/Recent/Clear is actually a text entry area. Next to it tell MAST you want the table it returns as “NGC752” and the query name to be “NGC752_1”.
Modify the snippet below. This one is for the open cluster NGC 752. Its co- ordinates from SIMBAD
in decimal degrees (IRCS): 056.14170 +32.16330. The dbo.fGetNearbyObjEq(56.141666, 32.163333, 30.0) query function is ra/dec/radius where radius in in arc-minutes.
There are big empty spaces on pages, that are actually the place type in requests etc! Next way over on the right do a syntax
check, and if it passes, then submit.
OK, you are in queue, and it will eventually serve you. You can hit the refresh button etc. Once the job starts to run, it will
take even more time.
Once it is complete, you can download the file. This comes down as a csv (tsv) table.
At this point, I run a script that converts csv files into a PostgreSQL database. I then create a schema in my database to handle this file. I call the file “panstarrs” (PostgreSQL uses all lowercase names and differentiate with the schema name). I can
then use my own query to select stars that match my criteria.
-- ---------------------------- SNIPPIT -----------------------------------------SELECT o.ObjID,x.ra,x.dec,
o.gMeanPSFMag, o.gMeanPSFMagErr,
o.rMeanPSFMag, o.rMeanPSFMagErr,
o.iMeanPSFMag, o.iMeanPSFMagErr, o.iMeanKronMag,
o.zMeanPSFMag, o.zMeanPSFMagErr,
o.gMeanPSFmagNpt,o.rMeanPSFmagNpt,o.iMeanPSFmagNpt,o.zMeanPSFmagNpt,
o.gFlags,
o.gQfPerfect,
o.rFlags, o.rQfPerfect,
o.iFlags, o.iQfPerfect,
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o.zFlags, o.zQfPerfect
FROM dbo.fGetNearbyObjEq(29.39604, 37.82219, 30.0) as x
JOIN MeanObject o on o.ObjID=x.ObjId
where o.gMeanPSFmagNpt>=1 and o.rMeanPSFmagNpt>=1 and o.iMeanPSFmagNpt>=1 and
o.zMeanPSFmagNpt>=1 and
o.gQfPerfect>=0.85
and
o.rQfPerfect>=0.85
and
o.iQfPerfect>=0.85
and
o.zQfPerfect>=0.85
and o.iMeanPSFMag - o.iMeanKronMag < 0.05
and o.gMeanPSFMag < 18.0
--

----------------------------

Appendix D

END SNIPPIT --------------------------------------

Basic Cluster List

A query for dec of 35±10, with a little hand editing, and checking the results against the WEBDA database produced this basic
list to play with.

Name

RA

Dec

V Mag

Age

(degrees)

(degrees) (Johnson) (log)

(pc)

NGC 752

29.42083

37.78500

5.7

9.0

457

NGC 1342

52.90833

37.37667

6.7

8.665

665

NGC 1778

77.01667

37.02333

7.7

8.155

1469

NGC 1893 (1)

80.68333

33.41167

7.5

7.027

3280

NGC 1907

82.02083

35.32500

8.2

8.567

1556

M 38

82.17917

35.85500

6.4

8.463

1066

M 36

84.07500

34.14000

6

7.468

1318

C 0545+302

87.25100

30.20500

9.1

8.30

3000

M 37

88.07500

32.55333

5.6

8.540

1383

C 1232+365

188.75417

36.37167

6.3

(3)

(3)

del Lyr Cluster(2)

283.37500

36.91667

3.8

7.731

390

NGC 6791

290.22083

37.77167

9.5

9.643

4100

NGC 6834

298.05000

29.40833

7.8

7.883

2067

NGC 6871

301.49583

35.77667

5.2

6.958

1574

C 2005+382

301.67300

38.36500

7.7

7.977

1548

NGC 6883

302.82917

35.83167

8

(3)

(3)

IC 4996

304.12500

37.63333

7.3

6.948

1732

Cl Berkeley 86

305.05000

38.69000

7.9

7.116

1112

M 29

305.98333

38.52333

6.6

7.111

1148

NGC 7063

321.10000

36.48333

7

7.977

689

Table 1: Selected bright clusters that will transit high in the sky for latitude 35 north.

(1) has texture (2) Missing from WEBDA (3) Sparse Information
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Small-Telescope Science in the News
Here are notes on several recent publications that
show the surprising results that can be gotten with modestsize telescopes and modern photometric and spectrographic
equipment.
Weakening of the North American monsoon with global
warming by Salvatore Pascale, et al, Nature Climate
Change 7, 806–812 (2017). See
This is only peripherally related to astronomy, but it is of interest to those of you in Arizona, because it suggests a silver
lining in the monsoon clouds. The author’s climate-model
assessment indicates that increasing atmospheric CO2 will
lead to a weaker monsoon and significantly reduced rainfall
across the Southwest USA.
Binary Star Orbits. V. The Nearby White Dwarf/Red
Dwarf Pair 40 Eri BC by Brian D. Mason, William I.
Hartkopf, and Korie N. Miles, The Astronomical Journal,
154:200 (9pp), 2017 November.
We’ve seen quite a few papers at recent SAS Symposia
describing measurements of visual double stars (using visual
micrometers, CCD astrometry, and speckle interferometry).
The immediate goal of these measurements is to map the
orbital motion of true binary systems; and the ultimate goal is
to use the orbit to define the parameters of the stars -- especially their mass. Here is an interesting result, from the
USNO, based on speckle observations from their 26-inch
refractor.
The key datum in the report is an improved orbit for Ari BC,
from which improved values of dynamic mass are calculated.
The sub-plot is a long-running inconsistency between mass
determinations from differing methods, for the white-dwarf
star (component B). The calculated mass for star B is sensitive to the orbit determination. Happily, the white dwarf is so
dense that gravitational redshift can be measured in its spectrum (e.g. Hα line is shifted redward by about 26 km/sec).
Unhappily, the mass calculated using this effect has been
discordant with the mass calculated using the BC orbit. The
USNO measurements led to an improved orbit estimate,
which in turn leads to a mass estimate that is now (happily)
consistent with the gravitational-redshift mass determination
for the white dwarf star.
Against the biases in spins and shapes of asteroids by
A. Marciniaka, et al (pre-print at arXiv:1711.02429v1)
One of the messages from the workshop “Advanced Asteroid Lightcurve Projects” (presented by Brian Warner and
Bob Stephens) at the SAS-2017 Symposium was: We need
to invest observing time on the low-amplitude and longperiod asteroids. It is too common for these to be dropped
from observing plans after a night or two, because the is so
little “action” observed in a single-night lightcurve. That observational bias leads to distortion of the statistical data on
the asteroid population.
In this paper, the authors echo the message, and describe
their observing program – and results – that aim to improve
the situation. The paper (see the arXiv reference) is an excellent introduction for anyone who is interested in this sort
of photometric project. The effort is likely to pay off in terms
of improved science data: the authors found that 8 of the 34

asteroids in their initial set of targets had actual synodic rotation periods that were quite different from the previouslyaccepted values. Presumably there are plenty of other targets with similarly misinterpreted data.
Concentrating on these problematic asteroids is a perfect
application of small-telescope amateur photometry. Each
target will demand long observing runs (all night for many
nights), excellent differential photometry accuracy; and will
benefit from collaboration among observers spanning a wide
range of longitude.
A New AAS Journal: Research Notes of the AAS
The AAS has recognized that there are classes of observations and reports that don’t “fit” into traditional journals, but
which are nevertheless important, should be disseminated to
the research community, and should be archived in the literature. Their implementation of this recognition is a new online journal (first issue in October 2017), that publishes just
these sort of short communications. Suggested examples
for such communications are the discovery of an unremarkable exoplanet, the spectrum of a supernova or a meteor, or
a search with “null” result.
The RNAAS is freely available at
http://iopscience.iop.org/journal/2515-5172. Check it out.
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